If you have an idea that would be helpful to others, please send an Outlook message to: VHAPBH System-Tips and Tricks

Tip Contributed by: Pharmacy Informatics ‘411’

In addition to VA Fileman’s Dictionary Utilities option, point-and-click users can also look up information about VistA Files to help with VistA Package support or designing a VA FileMan report in VistA Metadata Repository

link to access:

Displays easy to use instructions, highlighted in yellow:

Tips and Tricks found in this update have been reviewed by the Tips and Tricks committee but are not officially approved. Users should use caution when implementing any Tip and Trick and must follow all local policies and procedures. Older Tips and Tricks postings can be found on the PBM Informatics Moodle site at http://vapharmacytraining.remote-learner.net/login/index.php